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Classic tissue engineering strategies, based on solid/porous scaffolds, suffer from several limitations, such as ineffective 
vascularization, poor cell distribution and organization within scaffold and low final cell density, among others. Therefore, 

the search for other tissue engineering approaches constitutes an active area of investigation. Decellularized matrices present 
major advantages compared to solid scaffolds, such as ideal chemical composition, vascularization and perfect tridimensional 
structure. In the present study, we aimed to characterize and investigate heart decellularized matrices as biomaterials for 
regular and whole organ tissue engineering. Heart decellularized matrices were characterized according to: 1. DNA content; 
2. Histological evaluation; 3. Surface nanostructure. Following characterization, decellularized heart slices received induced 
pluripotent stem cells. Results showed complete organ decellularization and maintenance of extracellular matrix structure. As 
expected, decellularization maintained matrix biocompatibility, as iPS cells rapidly attached to the surface of the material and 
proliferated. Gene expression of these cells cultured on the matrices will be further analyzed, in order to assess the effects of 
culturing pluripotent stem cells in decellularized heart matrices.
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